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ABSTRACT
The BL Lac object 1ES 1011+496 was discovered at Very High Energy (VHE, E>100GeV)
γ-rays by MAGIC in spring 2007. Before that the source was little studied in different wave-
lengths. Therefore a multi-wavelength (MWL) campaign was organized in spring 2008. Along
MAGIC, the MWL campaign included the Metsa¨hovi radio observatory, Bell and KVA op-
tical telescopes and the Swift and AGILE satellites. MAGIC observations span from March
to May, 2008 for a total of 27.9 hours, of which 19.4 hours remained after quality cuts.
The light curve showed no significant variability yielding an integral flux above 200 GeV of
(1.3 ± 0.3) × 10−11 photons cm−2s−1. The differential VHE spectrum could be described with
a power-law function with a spectral index of 3.3± 0.4. Both results were similar to those ob-
tained during the discovery. Swift XRT observations revealed an X-ray flare, characterized by
a harder-when-brighter trend, as is typical for high synchrotron peak BL Lac objects (HBL).
Strong optical variability was found during the campaign, but no conclusion on the connec-
tion between the optical and VHE γ-ray bands could be drawn. The contemporaneous SED
shows a synchrotron dominated source, unlike concluded in previous work based on non-
simultaneous data, and is well described by a standard one–zone synchrotron self–Compton
model. We also performed a study on the source classification. While the optical and X-ray
data taken during our campaign show typical characteristics of an HBL, we suggest, based on
archival data, that 1ES 1011+496 is actually a borderline case between intermediate and high
synchrotron peak frequency BL Lac objects.
Key words: Galaxies: active – Gamma rays: galaxies – X-rays: galaxies – Radiation mecha-
nisms: non-thermal
1 INTRODUCTION
Blazars are active galactic nuclei (AGNs) with relativistic
jets oriented close to our line of sight. The blazar spec-
tral energy distribution (SED) is characterised by two broad
peaks of which the lower energy one is believed to origi-
nate from synchrotron emission of electrons in the jet. The
higher energy peak is most commonly explained by inverse-
Compton scattering of either the synchrotron (synchrotron
self Compton - SSC, see e.g. Maraschi, Ghisellini & Celotti
(1992); Costamante & Ghisellini (2002)) or external (ex-
ternal Compton - EC, (Dermer & Schlickeiser 1993;
Ghisellini, Tavecchio & Chiaberge 2005)) seed photons by
the electrons and positrons in the jet. Hadronic models, where
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the γ-rays are produced directly by proton-synchrotron emis-
sion or via pion decay (Mannheim 1993; Mu¨cke et al. 2003;
Weidinger & Spanier 2015), have also been suggested. BL Lac
objects, a type of blazars with weak or no optical spectral lines, are
subdivided into low, intermediate and high synchrotron peak BL
Lac objects (LBL, IBL and HBL, respectively) according to the
frequency of the first peak which in the case of HBLs is located
in the UV to hard X-ray regime (e.g. Padovani & Giommi 1995;
Sambruna, Maraschi & Urry 1996).
Blazars show flux and spectral variability at all wavelengths
on time scales ranging from a few minutes to several months
(e.g. Giommi et al. 1990; Nieppola et al. 2007; Albert et al. 2007a).
Therefore, in order to shed light on the VHE emission mechanisms
and its origin in blazars, simultaneous observations of these sources
at different flux states and across multiple wavelengths are required.
It is particularly important to study correlations between flux and
spectral variations in different energy bands.
The 1ES 1011+496 MWL campaign discussed in this paper
took place in spring 2008 before the launch of the Fermi satel-
lite, with MAGIC, AGILE, Swift XRT and UVOT, KVA, Bell
and Metsa¨hovi telescopes observing the source. While the broad-
band SEDs of the source have been presented by several authors
(e.g. Albert et al. (2007b); Tavecchio et al. (2010); Abdo et al.
(2010a); Zhang et al. (2012) and Giommi et al. (2012)), these were
not based on simultaneous data or did not include VHE γ-ray ob-
servations. Part of the results of this campaign have already been
published in Reinthal (2011); Reinthal et al. (2012b). Another sim-
ilar campaign was conducted in 2008 concentrating on the HBL
object 1ES 2344+514 (Aleksic´ et al. 2013).
1ES 1011+496 is a BL Lac object, first detected as an X-ray
source (Elvis et al. 1992), located at a medium redshift of z =0.212
(Albert et al. 2007b). It was discovered at VHE by MAGIC in 2007
following an optical high state reported by the Tuorla Blazar Moni-
toring Program1 (Albert et al. 2007b). At the time of the discov-
ery, 1ES 1011+496 was the most distant source known to emit
VHE γ-rays. Previous observations of this source at VHE showed
only a hint of a signal (see e.g. Albert et al. (2008b)) and the re-
sults presented here constitute the first follow-up observation of
1ES 1011+496.
HBLs are the most numerous extragalactic VHE γ-ray
sources. Lister et al. (2011) found using MOJAVE2 15 GHz Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) data that these sources are
distinguished from other blazar populations by lower-than-average
radio core brightness temperatures and lack of high linear po-
larization in the core. Abdo et al. (2010b) found that the GeV
spectra of the HBLs are essentially compatible with power laws.
1ES 1011+496 has multiple classifications in the literature. Multi-
band monitoring between 2005 and 2010 by the McGraw-Hill Tele-
scope revealed a peak located in the optical regime (∼2–3 eV), indi-
cating an IBL nature. A trend of the peak location shifting to higher
energies with increasing flux was also identified (Bo¨ttcher et al.
2010). Despite the long observing period, the authors note that
the source has been observed mostly in moderately faint states.
However, the object has historically been classified as an HBL
object (Donato et al. 2001; Nieppola, Tornikoski & Valtaoja 2006;
Abdo et al. 2010a). We combine the different archival observations
with data collected during our campaign in a new, consistent inter-
pretation of the nature of the source.
1 http://users.utu.fi/kani/1m
2 www.physics.purdue.edu/MOJAVE/
The following section will be devoted to the instruments par-
ticipating in the MWL campaign, their observations as well as their
data analysis description. The results of these analyses are reported
and compared to previous results in Section 3, and the MWL light
curve, quasi-simultaneous SEDs and source classification are dis-
cussed in Section 4. A summary of the findings presented in this
paper and concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2 MULTI-WAVELENGTH OBSERVATIONS AND
PARTICIPATING INSTRUMENTS
The campaign was centered around common observation windows
of the AGILE satellite and the MAGIC telescope in spring 2008.
Additional MWL coverage was provided by the Metsa¨hovi radio
telescope in the radio band, by the KVA and Bell telescopes in the
optical waveband, and in the X-rays by the Swift satellite. The 2008
MWL campaign was the first to incorporate VHE coverage for this
source.
2.1 MAGIC telescope
MAGIC (Major Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Cherenkov) is
a system of two 17 m Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
(IACTs) located on the Canary island of La Palma, Spain, at
∼2200 m above sea level. At the time of the 2008 campaign the
second telescope was still under construction and observations
were performed using MAGIC-I only, having been in operation
since 2004. Thanks largely to its 236 m2 reflective area, MAGIC-
I achieved an energy threshold of ∼60 GeV – the lowest of any
IACT at the time. It reached a sensitivity of ∼1.6 per cent of the
Crab nebula flux (5σ in 50 h) >200 GeV with an energy resolution
of ∼20-30 per cent and an angular resolution of ∼0.1◦ (Albert et al.
2008a).
MAGIC was able to observe the object on 25 nights between
2008 March 4th and May 24th. The observation period was plagued
by poor weather conditions at La Palma with frequent clouds, rain-
fall, strong wind and calima (dust from the Sahara) towards the end
of the observation window. Nevertheless a total of 27.9 hours of
data between zenith angles of 20◦ and 37◦ were collected, of which
8 hours had to be removed due to adverse weather conditions. The
remaining 20 hours of data were not significantly affected by bad
weather and survived the quality cuts. The observations were con-
ducted in wobble mode with the telescope alternating between two
sky positions offset 0.4◦ from the source, allowing for simultaneous
recording of ON and OFF data (Daum et al. 1997).
The data were analysed using the MAGIC standard analysis
package ”MARS” (Moralejo et al. 2009). The images were cleaned
using the timing information of the showers (Aliu et al. 2009) and
absolute cleaning levels of 6 photoelectrons (for the so-called ”core
pixels”) and 3 photoelectrons (for ”boundary pixels”). The cleaned
images were then parametrised according to parameters described
in Hillas (1985). γ-ray and background events were separated on
basis of a Random Forest regression method (Albert et al. 2008a)
and a cut in α, the angle between the major shower axis and the line
determined by the centre of gravity and the source position on the
camera. Energy look up tables were used for the energy reconstruc-
tion. The results presented here have been confirmed internally by
an independent analysis.
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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2.2 AGILE space telescope
AGILE (Astrorivelatore Gamma ad Immagini LEggero) is a scien-
tific mission funded by the Italian Space Agency (ASI) dedicated
to the observation of astrophysical sources of high energy astro-
physics (Tavani et al. 2009). Launched on April 23, 2007 in a low-
Earth orbit optimized for low particle background (with initial alti-
tude of about 550 km), AGILE is working nominally after almost 8
years of operations.
In this paper, we have analysed data collected during the 2008
MWL campaing by the main AGILE instrument, the Gamma-Ray
Imaging Detector (GRID). The AGILE-GRID consists of a silicon-
tungsten tracker, a cesium iodide mini-calorimeter and an antico-
incidence system made of segmented plastic scintillators, and it is
sensitive in the energy range from 30 MeV – 50 GeV. The use of the
silicon strip technology allows to have good performance for the γ–
ray GRID imager, approximately a small cube of about 60 cm size,
which achieves an effective area of the order of 500 cm2 at several
hundreds MeV, an angular resolution (at 68% containment radius)
of about 4.3◦ at 100 MeV, decreasing below 1◦ for energies above
1 GeV (Chen et al. 2013), a large field of view of about ∼ 2.5 sr, as
well as accurate timing, positional and attitude information (source
location accuracy 5 – 10 arcmin for intense sources with S/N
∼
> 10).
During its first period of data taking (about two years), the
AGILE satellite was operated in pointing observing mode, and the
corresponding AGILE data are grouped in Observation Blocks. The
time period covered by the 2008 MWL campaign includes the AG-
ILE Observation Blocks 5500, 5510, 5520 and 5530, publicly avail-
able from the AGILE Data Center (ADC) web pages3. The source
1ES 1011+496 was observed, on average, at about 40◦ off-axis
from the mean AGILE pointing direction in the two time windows:
March 30 – April 10, 2008 and April 30 – May 10, 2008.
AGILE data were analysed using the latest scientific software
(AGILE SW 5.0 SourceCode) and in-flight calibrations (I0023)
publicly available at the ADC site. Counts, exposure and diffuse
γ-ray background maps were created for energies E > 100 MeV
including γ-ray events collected up to 60◦ off-axis. Events col-
lected during passages over the South Atlantic Anomaly, and re-
gions within 10◦ from the Earth limb were rejected. In order to
derive the source flux (or flux upper limits) in the full AGILE-
GRID energy band (100 MeV – 50 GeV), we ran the AGILE point
source analysis software based on the Maximum Likelihood tech-
nique with a radius of analysis of 10◦.
2.3 Swift XRT and UVOT
Swift is a MWL observatory launched into Low Earth Or-
bit in November 2004 (Gehrels et al. 2004). The satellite is
equipped with three telescopes: the Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT, Barthelmy et al. (2005)) covering the 15 – 150 keV energy
range, the X-ray Telescope (XRT, Burrows et al. (2005)) operat-
ing in the 0.2 – 10 keV energy band and the UV/Optical Telescope
(UVOT, Roming et al. (2005)) for simultaneous UV and optical
observations between 180 and 600 nm.
Swift XRT observed the source for 10 days between April 28
and May 8, 2008 (the results are summarized in Table 1). The us-
able exposure times ranged from ∼200 s to 2 ks, while the shortest
exposure was insufficient for deriving an X-ray flux and was dis-
carded. The XRT data were processed with standard procedures us-
3 http://agile.asdc.asi.it
ing the FTOOLS task XRTPIPELINE (version 0.12.8) distributed
by HEASARC within the HEASOFT package (v.6.15). Events with
grades 0 – 12 were selected (see Burrows et al. 2005) and response
matrices of Swift CALDB release 20071106 were used.
XRT observations were taken in photon-counting mode (PC)
and are affected by a moderate pile-up due to the source having
been brighter than expected. It was evaluated following the stan-
dard procedure4, resulting in a piled-up region with a radius of
∼ 7 arcsec. This region was masked extracting the signal within an
annulus with inner radius of 3 pixels (7.1 arcsec) and outer radius
of 25 pixels (59 arcsec).
The spectra were extracted from the corresponding event files
and binned using GRPPHA to ensure a minimum of 25 counts per
energy bin, in order to guarantee reliable χ2 statistics (Gehrels
1986). Spectral analyses were performed using XSPEC version
12.8.1. The spectral index was determined using an absorbed
power-law fit ( f0 × E−Γ × e−τ) from 0.3 – 10 keV, with the opti-
cal depth τ being the product of the hydrogen column density NH
and the energy-dependent photoelectric cross section σ (E). NH
was fixed to the Galactic value in the direction of the source of
8.4 × 1019 cm−2 evaluated from the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn (LAB)
survey of galactic HI (Kalberla et al. 2005). Since some daily
data sets showed hints of spectral curvature, also fits using a log-
parabola model ( f0×E−(Γ+β log10(E))×e−τ) were performed. However,
for the majority of the cases the log-parabola fit was not signifi-
cantly preferred by a logarithmic likelihood ratio test over the sim-
ple power-law model (see Table 1). Therefore, the simple power-
law results were used as a common basis.
Swift UVOT cycled through each of the optical and the UV
pass bands V, B, U, UVW1, UVM2, UVW2. The source counts
were extracted from a circular region 6 arcsec-sized centred on
the source position, while the background was extracted from a
larger circular nearby source-free region. These data were pro-
cessed with the uvotmaghist task of the HEASOFT package.
The observed magnitudes have been corrected for Galactic extinc-
tion E(B − V) = 0.012 mag (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) using
the extinction curve from Fitzpatrick (1999). The host-galaxy flux
contributes to the observed brightness in the V- and B-bands, how-
ever no values for the contribution were found in the literature.
Therefore, the contributions were estimated from the R-band value
from Nilsson et al. (2007) (the host galaxy contribution in the R-
band is FR =0.49 mJy within an aperture of 7.5 arcsec measured
with a seeing of 3.0 arcsec) using the galaxy colours at z = 0.2
from Fukugita, Shimasaku & Ichikawa (1995) resulting in FV =
0.27 mJy and FB = 0.07 mJy.
The magnitudes measured in the UV filters were converted
to units of erg cm−2 s−1 using the photometric zero points as given
in Breeveld et al. (2011) and effective wavelengths and count-
rate-to-flux ratios of GRBs from the Swift UVOT CALDB 02
(v.20101130). Raiteri et al. (2010) noted that these ratios are not
necessarily applicable to BL Lac objects, due to their different
spectrum and a B – V value typically larger than the applicable
range and calculated a new calibration. Following the argumenta-
tion in Aleksic´ et al. (2013) we did not apply this new calibration,
but increased the error of the UVW2 count-rate-to-flux ratio from
∼ 2.2 to 13 per cent to account for a potential change in this value
as large as found by Raiteri et al. (2010). However the actual un-
certainty should be much below that, considering that some (if not
4 http://www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/xrt/pileup.php
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Table 1. Swift XRT flux and spectral results. Γ and χ2
red/d.o.f. are the spectral index and reduced χ
2 over the number of degrees of freedom of the simple
power-law fit. L denotes the likelihood ratio of this power-law fit when compared to a log-parabolic fit.
Obs. ID MJD start Exposure Flux 0.5-10 keV Γ χ2
red/d.o.f. L
[ks] [10−11 ph cm−2 s−1] [%]
35012008 54584.8868 2.00 4.73 ± 0.18 2.28 ± 0.06 1.06/55 98.0
35012009 54586.8250 0.19 6.7+1.3
−0.8 2.00 ± 0.30 1.2/3 53.5
35012011 54588.9118 0.86 6.22 ± 0.32 2.19 ± 0.08 0.95/31 97.9
35012012 54589.8993 1.51 5.47 ± 0.21 2.27 ± 0.07 0.94/45 74.4
35012014 54590.8972 1.67 5.33 ± 0.21 2.30 ± 0.07 0.81/42 74.2
35012013 54591.9007 1.37 4.67 ± 0.19 2.37 ± 0.06 1.81/48 98.9
35012015 54592.9049 1.79 4.53 ± 0.17 2.47 ± 0.06 1.34/51 98.9
35012016 54593.0382 1.87 4.62 ± 0.14 2.41 ± 0.06 1.22/54 98.5
35012017 54594.3306 1.77 3.73 ± 0.15 2.44 ± 0.07 1.19/42 . . .
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Figure 1. Long-term optical light curve of 1ES 1011+496 until the end of
2008 from the Tuorla Blazar Monitoring Program (red dots). The fluxes
are measured in the R-band and they have not been host-galaxy sub-
tracted. The horizontal dashed grey line represents the flare limit flux from
Reinthal et al. (2012a) to which the host galaxy contribution has been added
to allow for direct comparison to the data points. The vertical blue lines de-
note the beginning and the end of the MWL campaign. The inset shows a
zoom into the MWL campaign from the beginning of the MAGIC observa-
tions on March 4 until the last Bell observation on June 5. The Bell data are
represented by cyan filled squares. Both data are binned daily.
most) of the difference between the ratios arises solely from using
new effective wavelengths, which were not used in our work.
2.4 KVA telescope and the Tuorla Blazar Monitoring
Program
The bulk of the optical data presented in this paper were provided
by the Tuorla Blazar Monitoring Program, which is operated as
a support program to the MAGIC observations. The program was
started at the end of 2002 and uses the Tuorla 1 m telescope (located
in Tuorla, Finland) and the Kungliga Vetenskapsakademien (KVA)
telescope (located at the Roque de los Muchachos observatory on
La Palma) to monitor candidate (from Costamante & Ghisellini
(2002)) and known TeV blazars in the optical waveband. The pur-
pose of this monitoring is to study the long-term optical behaviour
of the selected sources and provide alerts to MAGIC on high states
of these objects in order to trigger follow-up VHE observations.
1ES 1011+496 has been observed since the beginning of the pro-
gram.
The KVA telescope consists of two tubes. The larger of
the two, a 60 cm reflector, is equipped with a CCD polarime-
ter capable of polarimetric measurements in BVRI bands using
a plane-parallel calcite plate and a super-achromatic λ/2 retarder
(Piirola et al. 2005), while the smaller one, a 35 cm Celestron
Schmidt-Cassegrain, is used for photometry. They are operated re-
motely from Finland. The photometric measurements are usually
done in the R-band. For this campaign the B- and V-band observa-
tions were also performed. During the campaign we also performed
polarimetric observations on three nights without a filter to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of the observations.
The observations have been conducted using differential pho-
tometry, i.e. by having the target and the calibrated comparison
stars on the same CCD images (Fiorucci & Tosti 1996). The
magnitudes of the source and comparison stars are measured us-
ing aperture photometry adopting an aperture radius of 7.5 arcsec
and converted to linear flux densities according to the formula
F=F0 × 10−0.4mag Jy, where F0 is a filter-dependent zero point (F0 =
3080 Jy in the R-band, F0 = 3640 Jy in the V-band and F0 = 4260 Jy
in the B-band, from Bessell (1979)).
The polarimetric data are analysed using the standard
procedures with a semiautomatic software specially developed
for polarization monitoring purpose. In short, the normalized
Stokes parameters and the degree of polarization and position
angle were calculated from the intensity ratios of the ordi-
nary and extraordinary beams using the standard formula (e.g.
Landi Degl’Innocenti, Bagnulo & Fossati (2007)).
In order to obtain the AGN core flux, emission from the host
galaxy and possible nearby stars that contribute to the overall flux
have to be subtracted from the measured value. Nilsson et al.
(2007) determined these contributions in the optical R-band for
many of the sources in the Tuorla monitoring list and in the case
of 1ES 1011+496 a host galaxy flux of (0.49 ± 0.02) mJy has to
be subtracted from the measured R-band flux. As discussed in the
previous section, host galaxy contributions in the V- and B-bands
had to be estimated from the R-band value and amounted to FV
= 0.27 mJy and FB = 0.07 mJy, respectively. Also these observed
magnitudes have been corrected for Galactic extinction E(B-V) =
0.012 mag (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) using the extinction curve
from Fitzpatrick (1999).
At the time of the campaign there were no published R-, B-
and V-band magnitudes of the five comparison stars for the field
of 1ES 1011+496. We therefore calibrated the magnitudes our-
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Table 2. Calibrated magnitudes of comparison stars.
Star B V R
1 14.68 ± 0.05 13.87 ± 0.04 13.40 ± 0.02
2 15.00 ± 0.05 14.43 ± 0.04 14.04 ± 0.02
3 16.63 ± 0.05 15.88 ± 0.04 15.44 ± 0.02
4 14.62 ± 0.05 14.32 ± 0.04 14.01 ± 0.02
5 16.30 ± 0.05 15.73 ± 0.04 15.42 ± 0.02
selves using the comparison stars of S5 0716+714 with known
magnitudes observed in the same photometric nights. The results
are given in Table 2, the numbering of the stars follows that of
Bo¨ttcher et al. (2010). The derived magnitudes are in good agree-
ment with those in Bo¨ttcher et al. (2010), deviating typically by
less than 2σ.
The source has shown strong variability ever since the begin-
ning of the monitoring, as can be seen from the long-term optical
light curve in Fig. 1.
2.5 Bell telescope
Observations from the Western Kentucky University Bell Observa-
tory were obtained with a 60 cm telescope and an Apogee AP6ep
CCD camera, through an R-band filter. The source was observed on
8 nights between April 17 and June 5, 2008. Differential photom-
etry was performed between the blazar and published comparison
stars on the same CCD frame. The comparison stars and apertures
used were the same as for KVA to ensure comparability between
the two instruments.
2.6 Metsa¨hovi radio telescope
The 37 GHz observations were made with the Metsa¨hovi radio tele-
scope located in Kylma¨la¨, Finland. The telescope has a 13.7 m
diameter ESSCO design antenna placed inside a radome. The
measurements were made with a 1 GHz-band dual beam receiver
centred at 36.8 GHz with the antenna half power beam width of
2.4 arcmin and a beam separation of 6.0 arcmin. The telescope
detection limit at 37 GHz is ∼0.2 Jy under optimal conditions.
For a more comprehensive overview of the telescope, the ob-
servation methods and the data analysis procedure, refer to e.g.
Teraesranta et al. (1998).
Metsa¨hovi measurements were hindered by bad weather dur-
ing the campaign. The source was observed on two nights during
the first half of 2008, January 27 and April 24.
3 RESULTS
3.1 MAGIC
The MAGIC observations resulted in the confirmation of the source
as a VHE emitter. The α-plot shows 2932 ON-events in the α cut
region of 8◦ (see Fig. 2). This and all other cuts applied in the VHE
analysis were optimised on a sample of Crab Nebula data from the
same epoch. A single OFF region directly opposite the ON region
(with respect to the camera centre) was used to determine a back-
ground level of 2475 OFF-events applying the same event selection
cuts. The calculated event excess corresponds to a statistical signif-
icance of 7.7σ using equation (17) in Li & Ma (1983).
Figure 2. Distribution of α for ON-region and OFF-region data. ON-data
are marked by the red crosses while the filled region are the OFF-data. The
α cut is marked by the dashed line.
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The daily VHE light curve of 1ES 1011+496 showing the in-
tegral flux above 200 GeV of the source throughout the MAGIC
observations can be seen in Fig. 3. In total, it consists of 476 excess
events over 3293 background events. A fit with a constant to the
data points yields χ2/d.o.f. 30.5/19, corresponding to a probability
of 19.5 per cent. The measured flux at MJD 54562 is ∼ 3σ away
from this fit, possibly indicating a higher flux on that night. The
mean flux above 200 GeV is (1.3 ± 0.3) × 10−11 photons cm−2s−1.
The energy threshold of the analysis was ∼100 GeV en-
abling us to obtain a time-averaged VHE gamma-ray spectrum be-
tween ∼120 and ∼900 GeV. The spectrum can be well described
(χ2/d.o.f. = 0.7/3 corresponding to a probability of 88 per cent) by
a simple power law:
dN
dE = (1.8 ± 0.5)
( E
200 GeV
)−3.3±0.4
× 10−10TeV−1 cm−2 s−1.
The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.
The derived mean VHE flux of (1.8 ± 0.5) ×
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during the discovery. For comparison the MAGIC Crab Nebula spectrum
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10−10 TeV−1 cm−2 s−1 at 200 GeV is in a reasonably good agree-
ment to the one published in the discovery paper by Albert et al.
(2007b) who reported a flux of (2.0 ± 0.1) × 10−10 TeV−1 cm−2 s−1
at 200 GeV. Within the error bars also the spectral indices
Γdiscovery = 4.0 ± 0.5 and Γthiswork = 3.3 ± 0.4 agree. The flux is
approximately 10 times lower than reported from the source in
February 2014 (Mirzoyan 2014).
Finally, we calculate the intrinsic VHE γ-ray spectrum, taking
into account the absorption by e+e− pair creation due to the in-
teraction with the extragalactic background light (EBL) photons.
Using the model of Domı´nguez et al. (2011), one of the several
state-of-the-art EBL models, we derive an intrinsic spectral index
of Γint = 2.2 ± 0.4.
3.2 MeV-GeV
AGILE did not detect the source during the campaign. The AG-
ILE maximum likelihood analysis of the AGILE-GRID data taken
during the first observation window yields a 95% c.l. UL on the
flux above 100 MeV of 1.3 × 10−7 photons cm−2 s−1 with an effec-
tive exposure of about 9× 107 cm2 s. The effective exposure during
the second observation window was too short to derive a meaning-
ful UL. A search for source flares on time scales of 7 as well as 28
days using the entire AGILE-LV3 archive at ADC5 up to the end of
2013, did not yield any detection with significance above 4σ.
1ES 1011+496 is not very bright in MeV-GeV γ-rays,
and in previous observations, EGRET did not clearly identify
1ES 1011+496 during its entire mission (Hartman et al. 1999). The
source is detected by AGILE above 4σ significance level by in-
tegrating over a very long observation period of roughly 7 years,
corresponding to an effective exposure of about 4.3 ×109 cm2 s.
The estimated average γ-ray flux above 100 MeV is equal to
(5.4 ± 1.4)× 10−8 ph cm−2 s−1, which is in agreement with the flux
5 The standard AGILE-LV3 archive is composed by counts, exposure and
diffuse γ-ray background maps above 100 MeV generated on different
timescales, and obtained from the official Level-2 data publicly available
at the ADC site.
between 100 MeV and 100 GeV, as derived from the second Fermi-
LAT Catalog, (2FGL, Nolan et al. 2012). In the Fermi-LAT era the
source has been included in the Bright AGN Sample (Abdo et al.
2009) as well as in the first (1FGL, Abdo et al. 2010a) and sec-
ond (2FGL, Nolan et al. 2012) Fermi-LAT Catalog. Contrary to
1FGL, the source was characterized in 2FGL as significantly vari-
able, which becomes also evident from comparing the spectral in-
dices (Γ1FGL = 1.93± 0.04, Γ2FGL = 1.72± 0.04) and integral fluxes
(F1−100GeV,1FGL = (8.7 ± 0.6) × 10−9 ph cm−2 s−1, F1−100GeV,2FGL =
(7.8 ± 0.3)×10−9 ph cm−2 s−1) derived from a simple power-law fit.
It should be noted, however, that in 2FGL a log-parabolic power
law is the preferred description of the 1ES 1011+496 LAT spec-
trum, which cannot be attributed solely to absorption on the extra-
galactic background light (Ackermann et al. 2011).
3.3 X-rays
At X-rays, the source has previously been detected by Einstein
(Elvis et al. 1992), ROSAT (Lamer, Brunner & Staubert 1996;
Voges et al. 1999) and, more recently, by Swift XRT (Massaro et al.
2008; Tavecchio et al. 2010; Abdo et al. 2010a; Giommi et al.
2012). Only Lamer, Brunner & Staubert (1996) and Giommi et al.
(2012) reported a steep power-law spectrum to be found at X-rays,
the data of the remaining observations were better described by
a broken power-law or log-parabolic fit. The reported peak en-
ergies vary between 0.04 and 0.74 keV. 1ES 1011+496 is char-
acterized by strong variability at X-rays, with nearly a factor 20
difference reported for the integral flux between 2 and 10 keV
(F2−10keV,low = 0.36 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, F2−10keV,high = 6.67 ×
10−11 erg cm−2 s−1; Massaro et al. (2008); Giommi et al. (2012)).
During this campaign an X-ray flare was clearly detected, as
can be seen in the light curve in Fig. 5. The observation sampling
prevented to define a baseline flux level, therefore the rise and fall
times of the flare could not be evaluated from these measurements
alone. Also the peak of the flare cannot be defined accurately, con-
sidering that the highest flux point is consistent within the error
bars with the second-largest measurement. Compared to archival
observations, the source was found in rather high flux states rang-
ing from F0.5−10keV = 3.73 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 to F0.5−10keV =
6.70 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1. The spectral index was not significantly
variable during the flare, a fit with a constant yielding a χ2/d.o.f.
of 15.3/8 (see Fig. 5). However, the integral flux variability seems
to be correlated with the spectral index(linear fit is favoured over
the constant one with 98.8 per cent likelihood), as shown in Fig. 6.
Such a harder-when-brighter trend has often been found for BL Lac
objects (e.g. Giommi et al. (1990); Pian et al. (1998); Acciari et al.
(2011)), but is reported here for the first time for 1ES 1011+496.
Swift UVOT observed the source on all filters (V, B, U, UVW1,
UVM2, UVW2). The two shortest exposures were insufficient to de-
rive a flux for all but the U- and UVW1-band in case of the second
shortest exposure. The V- and B-band results were well compatible
with the contemporaneous KVA data (see below). However, signif-
icant variability could not be detected by UVOT in any band during
the campaign (see Fig. 5), which can be ascribed to the rather large
uncertainty of the measurements.
3.4 Optical
The object shows variability in its optical brightness with a core
flux increase detected by the Tuorla Blazar Monitoring Program by
up to a factor of ∼2–3 over the lowest states during flares. During
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Figure 5. MWL light curve of 1ES 1011+496 with daily binning. The optical and UV data (including the B- and V-band) from the KVA, Bell and UVOT
telescopes are not host-galaxy corrected. In the Swift spectral index and MAGIC plots the grey horizontal lines denote constant fits to the data points. In the
bottom panel data shown in Fig. 3 are presented. The dashed grey vertical line denotes the transition between April and May 2008.
the campaign the source was in a relatively high state in the optical
R-band with a mean flux of (3.33 ± 0.06) mJy. This is ∼20 per
cent lower than the (4.14 ± 0.04) mJy average measured in 2007
during the MAGIC discovery, which was triggered by an optical
flare (Albert et al. 2007b). Throughout the campaign, the optical
flux displayed on average an increasing trend and crossed the flare
threshold calculated in Reinthal et al. (2012a) around half-way into
the campaign. From the end of April to the beginning of May the
source was also observed in the V- and B-bands. The fluxes in these
bands followed in general the same trends as in the R-band. The
optical observations by Bell were compatible with the KVA data,
showing the same trend in flux density.
We also constructed optical SEDs using the KVA and UVOT
data that were not separated by more than 1 hour from each other.
The data were host galaxy subtracted and de-reddened (see Sec-
tions 2.3 and 2.4). The resulting SEDs are discussed in detail in
Section 4.3.
The three polarization measurements taken on MJD 54583,
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54584 and 54593 all show a low polarization (2.6 ± 0.9, 2.2 ± 0.8
and 2.5 ± 0.4 per cent) and a rather stable electric vector position
angle (139 ± 10, 165 ± 10, 153 ± 4 degrees). The low polarization
is in agreement with previous observation (Wills, Wills & Breger
2011).
3.5 Radio
Previous observations of the source have reported variability at
the radio bands, with flux densities at 1.4 GHz varying between
∼380 mJy and ∼470 mJy (Nakagawa et al. (2005) and references
therein). At 37 GHz, the Metsa¨hovi radio telescope detected the
source only once from 12 pointings between 2002 and 2005, mea-
suring a flux density of (0.56 ± 0.12) Jy on December 1, 2002
(Nieppola et al. 2007). No detection was achieved five days later,
which may either be a sign of rather fast variability, or a conse-
quence of the observation condition-dependent detection limit of
Metsa¨hovi. Around this campaign 1ES 1011+496 was not detected
by Metsa¨hovi. For the second observation on 2008 April 24 (MJD
54580), an UL on the flux density at 37 GHz of < 0.62 Jy (S/N
> 4) was calculated. This value is compatible with the detections
achieved at the end of 2008 (F37GHz ≈ (0.45 ± 0.10) Jy), where a
significant signal was observed on three occasions within five days.
This is the kind of behaviour that both IBL and HBL sources typ-
ically show at 37 GHz (Nieppola et al. 2007). They seem to spend
most of the time below the detection limit, and are only occasion-
ally detected.
We also investigated archival and publicly available
VLBI data of the source. 1ES 1011+496 exhibits a core-jet
morphology typical for blazars, with no sign of a counter-
jet and a jet position angle well-aligned on pc and kpc
scales (Augusto, Wilkinson & Browne 1998; Nakagawa et al.
2005). From two VLBI observations spanning 2.2 years,
no obvious jet motion was visible (Nakagawa et al. 2005).
Kharb, Gabuzda & Shastri (2008) report a fractional core polar-
ization of ≥ 4 per cent, compared to < 3 per cent for other HBLs
studied. This rather high value is confirmed by studying public
MOJAVE6 polarization observations of the core+jet, ranging from
2.9% to 8.1%.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Multi-wavelength light curve
Looking at the MWL light curve we see moderate variability in the
optical and X-ray bands with the observations in the latter capturing
part of the rise and decay phases of an X-ray flare. The flux in VHE
γ-rays is consistent with being constant.
The investigation of the simultaneous light curves for corre-
lations between different energy bands is hindered by the rather
sparse sampling and non-significant variability in the VHE γ-ray
band. The few simultaneous data pairs are not sufficient to establish
a meaningful connection between the optical and X-ray, X-ray and
VHE or optical and VHE light curves (see Fig. 5). Serendipitous
observations by INTEGRAL ISGRI between MJD 54589 and MJD
54593 did not yield a significant detection of the source, which
seems to be the case also for Swift-BAT and RXTE-ASM7. How-
ever, the good coverage in energy allows to investigate the contem-
poraneous broad-band SED of 1ES 1011+496.
4.2 Spectral energy distribution
Two separate data sets, ’high X-ray’ and ’low X-ray’, defined ac-
cording to the X-ray flux state of the source on MJD 54588.9 (high)
and MJD 54592.9 (low) as can be seen in Fig. 5 and availabil-
ity of quasi-simultaneous (±0.5 days) MWL data, were used to
construct quasi-simultaneous SEDs (see Fig. 7). The VHE results
do not show significant variability in the course of the campaign.
Therefore, to reduce the error bars of the measurement, the time-
averaged spectrum is used for the SED. Due to the small second
AGILE observation window, no AGILE upper limit could be ex-
tracted for the periods from which the SEDs were calculated and
the upper limit from first period is shown. Fermi-LAT was not yet
operating at the time of the campaign. Although the Fermi-LAT
found 1ES 1011+496 to be significantly variable after 24 month of
observations (Nolan et al. 2012), we included the LAT 1FGL spec-
trum for SED modelling as an order of magnitude estimate of the
flux in this energy regime.
From the SED a basically equal power emitted by both the
synchrotron and the SSC components can be seen. Even though
the Fermi-LAT data were not measured simultaneously to the other
data, they connect well to the VHE spectrum which is comparable
to the discovery spectrum. At lower energies, the optical flux mea-
sured by KVA was found to be lower by ∼20 per cent, and the X-
ray flux was almost 10 times higher than the archival measurements
used in the VHE discovery paper. The low (non-simultaneous) X-
ray flux constraining the SED modelling led Albert et al. (2007b)
to the conclusion that in this source, the inverse-Compton compo-
nent would dominate over the synchrotron component. On the con-
trary, the quasi-simultaneous SEDs from our MWL observations
indicate that this interpretation may not be correct, corroborating
that this source is synchrotron dominated like most HBLs.
The data were modelled using a one-zone SSC model
6 http://www.physics.purdue.edu/MOJAVE/
7 judging from the publicly available quick-
look light curves (http://xte.mit.edu/ASM lc.html,
http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/results/transients/)
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Table 3. One-zone SSC model parameters for high X-ray and low X-ray states
Model B δ R K p1 p2 γmin γbreak γmax
[G] [1016 cm] [cm−3] [103] [104] [105]
high X-ray 0.048 26 3.25 700 1.9 3.3 7.0 3.4 8.0
low X-ray 0.048 26 3.25 800 1.9 3.5 7.0 3.4 8.0
(Maraschi & Tavecchio 2003). It assumes a relativistically moving
emission region characterised by its radius R, magnetic field B and
Doppler factor δ. The emission region contains an electron popu-
lation with normalization K at γ = 1 following a broken power-
law distribution with index p1 for γmin < γ < γbreak and p2 for
γbreak < γ < γmax. This one-zone model cannot reproduce the spec-
trum at the lowest frequencies, since the emission is self-absorbed
below the millimeter band. It is generally assumed that this part of
the SED is due to outer regions of the jet.
Fig. 7 shows the results of the SSC modelling describing the
quasi-simultaneous high X-ray and low X-ray state SEDs. The SSC
model parameters are reported in Table 3. The goodness of the
model is judged by eye and hence the curve represents only one
possible set of SED parameters, instead of being a real fit to the
data. The small difference between the high X-ray and low X-ray
state SEDs, is modelled as a slight steepening of the high energy
electron spectrum and a slight increase in the electron number den-
sity, which can be interpreted as cooling of the emitting electrons
with a small injection, mostly related to the lowest energies consid-
ered here.
The model curves describe the optical, X-ray and VHE γ-ray
data rather well. To reproduce the narrowness of the synchrotron
peak in the low X-ray state a narrow electron energy distribution
with large γmin and small p1 is required. Such narrow synchrotron
peaks have been found also previously, e.g. in 1ES 1215+303
(Aleksic´ et al. 2012).
The non-simultaneous Fermi-LAT data are not well described
by the model neither in the low nor in the high X-ray state. The
Fermi-LAT data would require the inverse-Compton peak to be
broader than the synchrotron peak which is difficult to model within
the adopted one-zone model. Especially at low γ-ray energies a dis-
crepancy with the model becomes evident. However, that discrep-
ancy is partly alleviated considering that the 1FGL is integrated
over several months and the shape is a sum of several flux and
spectral states. Additionally, a second, more Compton dominated
component may contribute to the discrepancy. To investigate this,
simultaneous Fermi and MAGIC observations are needed and were
performed in 2011/2012 (Aleksic´ et al. 2016).
Weidinger & Spanier (2015) have used preliminary results of
this campaign to test their self-consistent and time-dependent hy-
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Figure 8. Daily optical spectral energy distributions of 1ES 1011+496 from
the optical U-, B-, V- and R-bands.
brid blazar emission model. Requiring p2 − p1 ∼1 for the cool-
ing break they concluded that their one-zone SSC model cannot
reproduce the narrow shape of the synchrotron peak as long as
the magnetic field is weak. However, we note that the condition
p2 − p1 ∼ 1 only holds in the case of shock acceleration and syn-
chrotron and/or inverse Compton (in Thomson regime) cooling on a
perfectly uniform and homogeneous region. Furthermore, the break
is not necessarily related to cooling, but can be intrinsic to the elec-
tron energy distributions, probably caused by a decrease in the ef-
ficiency to accelerate the electrons at the highest energies. With the
increase in the simultaneity and quality of the measured SEDs (cov-
ering now a larger portion of the electromagnetic spectrum), a num-
ber of recent works showed the requirement of a change of index
larger than the canonical value of 1 for a large number of sources
(e.g. Abramowski et al. 2013; Aleksic´ et al. 2014c,a,b, 2015b,a,c).
Therefore, one-zone SSC models cannot be excluded in general,
and with the set of parameters shown in Table 3 such a model re-
produces well the shape of the SED of 1ES 1011+496 during high
and low activity. Compared to values derived for a large sample of
TeV detected BL Lac objects using a leptonic one-zone SSC model
(Tavecchio et al. 2010), most of the parameters do not deviate sig-
nificantly.
4.3 Source classification
Although historically classified as an HBL (Donato et al. 2001;
Nieppola, Tornikoski & Valtaoja 2006; Abdo et al. 2010a) and
showing often hard X-ray spectra, the report by Bo¨ttcher et al.
(2010) of synchrotron peak frequencies in the optical range sug-
gests an IBL nature of 1ES 1011+496. Moreover, the deviation
from a simple power-law behaviour reported in 2FGL8, the at
times steep X-ray spectra, the presence of a superluminal jet com-
ponent (Lister et al. 2013) and the rather high core polarization
seen in the radio (Kharb, Gabuzda & Shastri 2008) point to an IBL
rather than an HBL object. This ambiguity could be explained
considering that 1ES 1011+496 shows a trend of a higher peak
frequency with increasing flux in the optical as well as X-ray
regime. Hence it would be natural to assume that the basic clas-
sification of the source is in fact IBL, as observed at optical fre-
8 Out of 69 sources best described by a curved spectrum in the LAT range,
1ES 1011+496 is the only HBL (Ackermann et al. 2011).
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Figure 9. Colour-magnitude diagram for 1ES 1011+496 from MJD 54579
to MJD 54593. The grey line with arrows traces the evolution of colour with
time.
quencies during low to medium flux states and which seems to
dominate the (time-averaged) 2FGL HE spectrum, whereas during
high flux states, the synchrotron peak shifts to frequencies char-
acteristic of HBLs. It is known that in so-called extreme blazars,
the synchrotron peak may shift by more than an order of magni-
tude (e.g. Pian et al. (1998); Giommi, Padovani & Perlman (2000);
Costamante et al. (2001)) during flares and therefore it is expected
that such objects would exist. To our knowledge the explanation of
these at first glance contradictory phenomena as an underlying IBL
nature of the object showing HBL features during high states has
not been made before in the literature. However, it should be noted
that 1ES 1011+496 was not the first source for which such fea-
tures have been reported, since Abramowski et al. (2013) observed
in PKS 0301–243 that the first peak is located at a very low fre-
quency (assuming an HBL nature) and that the position is shifting
with increasing flux above the formal boundaries of IBLs towards
HBLs.
In order to shed light into the nature of the source, we con-
structed optical SEDs using the KVA and UVOT data that were not
separated by more than 1 hour from each other. The resulting 11
SEDs are shown in Fig. 8. During all epochs the optical SED of
1ES 1011+496 shows an increasing trend, suggesting that the syn-
chrotron peak is located at a frequency above 1015 Hz. This is in
agreement with the HBL classification and in contradiction with
the results of Bo¨ttcher et al. (2010), although the observations in
that paper are partially from the same period. We suggest that the
contradiction might, at least partially, originate from host galaxy
subtraction, which was neglected in Bo¨ttcher et al. (2010).
We also studied the dependence of the B-R color index on the
brightness of the source using the same criterion for selecting the
data pairs as described above. The resulting color-magnitude di-
agram plotting the B-R color as a function of R-band magnitude
is shown in Fig. 9. Unlike in Bo¨ttcher et al. (2010) who noted a
bluer-when-brighter trend, no dependence on the B-R color on the
source brightness was found. A fit with a constant to the data yields
a χ2/d.o.f. of 21.6/10 while a linear fit gives a χ2/d.o.f. of 21.1/9,
corresponding to probabilities of ∼ 1–2 per cent for both fits. We
also searched for an evolution in time in the colour-magnitude dia-
gram, but within the error bars no pattern was found.
We conclude that in our optical study the source behaves like
a typical HBL rather than IBL. It should be noted, however, that
both the color-magnitude diagram and the optical SEDs calculated
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in this paper cover a rather narrow brightness range (time period be-
tween MJD 54578 to 54595, for which we have multiband optical-
UV observations) and are representative of a rather high state of
the source. Therefore in order to conclusively determine the true
classification of the source it should be studied with further multi-
band optical observations covering a larger range of flux states than
presented here.
As reported in Mirzoyan (2014), the VHE activity of
1ES 1011+496 increased by one order of magnitude in 2014,
which triggered further observations at different wavelengths. A
short study using the measured VHE spectra to constrain the
extragalactic background density has recently been published
Ahnen et al. (2016), but the results from the multi-instrument ob-
servations are not yet available. The study of the broadband SED
of 1ES 1011+496 during this very high activity period in 2014,
together with a detailed comparison with the broadband SED re-
ported in this paper will help to understand better this very interest-
ing blazar.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we report the first MWL campaign including VHE
coverage on the blazar 1ES 1011+496. The campaign was per-
formed regardless of the state of the source. Compared to archival
data the source appeared to be in a rather high state during these
observations.
The MAGIC observations presented in this paper confirm the
source as a VHE γ-ray emitter. The VHE flux was found to be at
a similar level to that measured during the discovery and consis-
tent with being constant. The HE γ-ray observations with AGILE
did not yield a detection of the source, with flux upper limits in
agreement with the average flux state observed by Fermi-LAT.
In X-rays the source was variable during the campaign with
the observations catching part of the rise and decay phases of a
flare and showed a harder-when-brighter behaviour as often seen
for sources of this type. The X-ray emission was also slightly higher
and harder than that of the archival data.
In the optical band the source was in a slightly lower state (by
∼20 per cent) than during the VHE discovery that was triggered
by an optical high state. However, a potential optical–VHE con-
nection cannot be assessed from these observations, since the 20
per cent difference detected at optical is well within the statistical
uncertainties of these MAGIC observations.
We performed a detailed optical study of 1ES 1011+496 in
order to determine the IBL/HBL nature of the source suggested by
a study of archival data. The host galaxy subtracted SEDs show
a clear increasing trend indicating that the synchrotron peak is
not located in the optical band and no magnitude-dependence of
the B-R colour index was found, both contradicting the findings
of Bo¨ttcher et al. (2010) and the suggested IBL nature. However,
the results presented here are derived from a relatively narrow range
of flux states and further multi-band optical observations extending
to both higher and lower source states are necessary to answer this
question. Despite that, it is clear that VLBI radio data and HE γ-ray
data (see 4.3.) point towards a behaviour untypical for HBLs and
the source seems to be a borderline case between IBL and HBL. It
has been suggested that IBLs and HBLs are intrinsically the same
objects with similar jet powers, the difference originating from a
larger misalignment of the IBL jets to our line of sight (Meyer et al.
2011) and therefore it would not be surprising if sources in the bor-
derline existed.
We also constructed the first quasi-simultaneous broad band
spectral energy distribution of the source with VHE coverage.
These observations show that, unlike concluded in Albert et al.
(2007b), the synchrotron and IC peaks have similar powers, i.e. the
source is not Compton-dominated and therefore a typical VHE
γ-ray emitting BL Lac object. A one-zone SSC model describes
the observed contemporaneous SED relatively well, yielding rather
typical values for a VHE BL Lac object despite the narrowness
of the synchrotron peak requiring a rather narrow electron energy
distribution, which restricted the SED model parameter space.
However, we note that the spectral energy distribution modelling
will highly benefit from simultaneous HE to VHE γ-ray observa-
tions, which were conducted in 2011 and 2012 as a follow-up of
this campaign (Aleksic´ et al. 2016).
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